Vishnu Sai Reddy Gangireddy

Goals:

I am a very ambitious person and have got some pretty big goals. I was inspired from many movies like "The pirates of the silicon valley" or "The Social Network" etc. I worship personalities like Mark Zuckerberg and Steve Jobs who revolutionized the world with their ideas at a young age. I too wanna achieve something high in life like them but haven't got the right momentum like them. I see a ray of hope from you which will help me reach such great heights and I'm ready to do anything to fulfill my goals. If my job is gonna lead me where I wanna reach, I will give whatever it takes! I work to the maximum of my abilities for any organization that trusts me. I don't wanna disappoint anyone who trusts me. My goal in life is to create something revolutionary and NOT to be ordinary, rather excel at whatever I do. I don't wanna JUST live, I want to live life king size, and will do whatever it takes to have it.

Areas of Interest:

My areas of interest might not be that specific but I will try my best. Firstly am interested in programming especially in Java! I have done my undergraduate project in Java on "Load Balancing" and that is where I developed interest client/server technology. Would like to work more on client/server technologies.

Secondly I have noticed that android and cloud are the two trending technologies which are going to last a worth while. I have attended workshops on android application development and felt it was a good field to work upon and has a lot of scope in the future since it is going to be the era of compact devices now on! Cloud computing is obviously a emerging technology but I don't have any experience or much knowledge of that. So would like to try a hand in both of them.

Also, web designing fascinates me a lot. I have particular skills in Photoshop too. Designing includes creativity and I am comfortable with languages like HTML, JavaScript, php etc. so would like to enhance my designing skills by working more in that field. I might not really look into web design such a career but definitely would like to work in that area since I'm a beginner.